Culture & Society Workshop | Winter 2022

Thursdays, 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM, Zoom Meetings

1/6  Gender/Sexuality/Media/Culture Reading and Discussion

1/13 Anastasiya Halauniova
     “Brick is warmer than concrete: Aesthetic anxiety and the making of architecture in Eastern European cities”

1/20 Claudio Benzecry
     “Editor’s Love: Matching, Reading, and the Editorial Self-Concept”

1/27 Anna Michelson
     “The Meaning of Library Work”

2/3 Nicholas Bascuñan-Wiley
     “Memory as a Field Site: Making (Sense of) Empanadas and Doenjang-jjigae”

2/10 Jeremy Kuperberg
     “Disaster as Opportunity? Constructing Tourism after War and Pandemic”

2/17 Sonia Planson
     “Cultural transmission among immigrant families”

2/24 Emilio Lehoucq
     “Open Source Capitalism”

3/3 Fiona Greenland (UVA Sociology)
     Title TBA